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An automorphic variant of the Deligne conjecture
Jie LIN
Abstract. In this paper we introduce an automorphic variant of the Deligne
conjecture for tensor product of two motives over a quadratic imaginary field.
On one hand, we define some motivic periods and rewrite the Deligne conjec-
ture in terms of these periods. On the other hand, we define the automorphic
analogue of these motivic periods and then give a purely automorphic variant
of the Deligne conjecture. At last, we introduce some known results of this
automorphic variant.
Introduction
The goal of this paper is to formulate an automorphic variant of the Deligne
conjecture and then introduce some known results
In [Del79], P. Deligne has constructed complex invariants for motives over
Q and conjectured that special values of motivic L-functions are related to thess
invariants. Inspired by this conjecture, several results have been revealed in the
automorphic setting recently.
In this paper, we are interested in the Rankin-Selberg L-function for automor-
phic pairs, i.e. the tensor product L-function for GLn ˆGLn1 where n and n
1 are
two positive integers. We may assume that n ě n1.
The first case was treated in [Har97] where n1 “ 1. In his article, M. Harris de-
fined some automorphic periods for certain cuspidal representations over quadratic
imaginary fields. He proved that the special values of such automorphic represen-
tation twisted by a Hecke character can be written in terms of these periods.
The next attempt is done in the year 2013 where n1 “ n ´ 1 with a local
condition on the infinity type. The main formula is given in [GH15] and then
simplified in [Lin15a].
After more cases are studied in the author’s thesis, a concise formula on the
relations between special values of automorphic L-functions and automorphic pe-
riods is found out. We state it in Theorem 2.3 of this paper. It is natural to raise
the following question: is this formula compatible with the Deligne conjecture?
The answer is yes. There are already several discussions on motivic periods
and the Deligne conjecture in Harris’s papers. In [Har13b], he studied the Deligne
conjecture for tensor product of two conjugate self-dual motives over quadratic
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imaginary fields. He has constructed some motivic periods and reformulated the
Deligne conjecture in terms of these motivic periods.
In the author’s thesis, the conjugate self-dual condition is dropped. Moreover,
the formula is simplified by defining some new motivic periods. We see directly
that if we identify the new motivic periods with the automorphic periods, the
automorphic results we have obtained (c.f. equation 2.13) are exactly the same as
predicted by the Deligne conjecture (c.f. equation 1.25).
Hence, to show the compatibility, it remains to compare the two types of peri-
ods. We discuss this in the first half of Section 2.4 of this paper. More details can
be found in Section 9.2 of [Lin15b]. Some ideas are also explained in [GH15].
We remark that nothing is proved in this paper for the Deligne conjecture
itself. Relation 2.2, predicted by the Tate conjecture, is still conjectural and is very
difficult to prove. In an ongoing work of the author in collaboration with Harald
Grobner and Michael Harris, we are trying to prove this relation by assuming the
Ichino-Ikeda conjecture.
This paper contains two parts. We state the motivic results in the first part. We
first explain the Deligne conjecture in Section 1.1. We then construct the motivic
periods for motives over a quadratic imaginary field in Section 1.2. We reformulate
the Deligne conjecture for tensor product of two motives over quadratic imaginary
fields in Section 1.3 and simplify the formula in Section 1.4.
The second part is devoted to automorphic results. We discuss the conjectural
relations between motives and automorphic representations in Section 2.1. We
then introduce the theory of base change in Section 2.2 which is inevitable in our
method. We construct the automorphic periods in Section 2.3 and formulate the
automorphic variant of the Deligne conjecture in Section 2.4. We introduce some
known results for this automorphic variant at last.
The motivic part is complete and self-contained. But due to limitation of space,
some details and most proof are not provided in the automorphic part. We sincerely
apologize for that and refer the reader to the references and forthcoming papers of
the author.
Basic Notation
We fix an algebraic closure Q ãÑ C of Q.
We fix K ãÑ Q an embedding of a quadratic imaginary field into Q.
We denote by c the complex conjugation onC. Via the fixed embedding Q ãÑ C,
it can be considered as an element in GalpQ{Qq.
For any number field L, let AL be the adele ring of L. We denote by ΣL the
set of embeddings from L to Q.
Let E be a number field. Let A, B be two elements in EbQC. We say A „E B
if either A=0, or B “ 0, or B P pE bQ Cq
ˆ and A{B P Eˆ Ă pE bQ Cq
ˆ. We say
A „E;K B if either A=0, or B “ 0, or B P pE bQ Cq
ˆ and A{B P pE bQ Kq
ˆ Ă
pE bQ Cq
ˆ.
Finally, we identify EbQC with C
ΣE where ebz with e P E, z P C, is identified
with pσpeqzqσPΣE .
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1. Motives and the Deligne conjecture
1.1. Motives over Q. We first summarize the basic notation and construction
for the Deligne conjecture in [Del79].
In this article, amotive simply means a pure motive for absolute Hodge cycles.
More precisely, a motive M# over Q with coefficients in a number field E is given
by its Betti realizationM#B , its de Rham realizationM
#
DR and its l-adic realizations
M
#
l for all prime numbers l whereM
#
B andM
#
DR are finite dimensional vector space
over E, M#l is a finite dimensional vector space over El :“ E bQ Ql endowed with:
‚ I8 :M
#
B b C
„
ÝÑM#DR b C as free E bQ C-module;
‚ Il :M
#
B bQl
„
ÝÑM#l as free E bQ Ql-module.
From the isomorphisms above, we see that dimEM
#
B “ dimEM
#
DR “ dimElM
#
l
and this is called the rank of M#, denoted by rankpMq. We have moreover:
(1) An E-linear involution (infinite Frobenius) F8 on M
#
B and a Hodge de-
composition M#B bC “
À
p,qPZ
pM#qp,q as free E bC-module such that F8
sends pM#qp,q to pM#qq,p.
For w an integer, we say M# is pure of weight w if pM#qp,q “ 0
for p` q ‰ w.
We define the Hodge type of M# by the set T pM#q consisting of
pairs pp, qq such that pM#qp,q ‰ 0. We remark that if pp, qq is an element
of T pM#q, then pq, pq is also contained in T pM#q.
We define the Hodge numbers by hp,q :“ dimEbCpM
#qp,q for
p, q P Z. We say M# is regular if hp,q ď 1 for all p, q P Z.
(2) An E-rational Hodge filtration on M#DR: ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą pM
#qi Ą pM#qi`1 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨
which is compatible with the Hodge structure on M#B via I8, i.e.,
I8p
à
pěi
pM#qp,qq “ pM#qi b C.
(3) A Galois action of GQ on each M
#
l such that the family tM
#
l ul forms a
compatible system of l-adic representations ρl : GQ ÝÑ GLpM
#
l q. More
precisely, for each prime number p, let Ip be the inertia subgroup of a
decomposition group at p and Fp be the geometric Frobenius of this de-
composition group. For all l ‰ p, the polynomial detp1´Fp | pM
#
l q
Ipq has
coefficients in E and is independent of the choice of l. We can then define
the local L-factor Lpps,M
#q :“ detp1 ´ p´sFp|pM
#
l q
Ipq´1 P Epp´sq by
taking whatever l ‰ p.
For any fixed embedding σ : E ãÑ C, we may consider Lpps,M
#, σq as a
complex valued function. We define Lps,M#, σq “
ś
p
Lpps,M
#, σq. It converges
for Repsq sufficiently large. It is conjectured that this L-function has analytic
continuation and functional equation on the whole complex plane.
We can also define L8ps,M
#q, the infinite part of the L-function, as in Section
5.3 of [Del79]. We shall give the precise definition under certain hypothesis later.
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The Deligne conjecture studies the critical values of motivic L-functions. We
state first the definition for critical points and then give a simple criteria under
Hypothesis 1.1.
Definition 1.1. We say an integer m is critical forM# if neither L8ps,M
#q
nor L8p1´ s, Mˇq has a pole at s “ m where Mˇ# is the dual of M
#. We call m a
critical point of M# and Lpm,M#q a critical value of the L-function for M#.
A necessary condition for the existence of critical points is that the infinite
Frobenius F8 acts as a scalar at pM
#qp,p for every integer p. This condition is
automatically satisfied when M# has no pp, pq class. In fact, this is the only case
that we will meet throughout the text. There is no harm to assume from now on
that:
Hypothesis 1.1. The motive M# has no pp, pq-class, i.e., pM#qp,p “ t0u for
any integer p.
We denote the normalized Gamma function by ΓCpsq :“ 2p2πq
´sΓpsq where Γ
means the normal Gamma function. IfM# satisfies Hypothesis 1.1, then L8ps,M
#q
is defined as
(1.1) L8ps,M
#q :“
ź
pp,qqPT pM#q,păq
ΓCps´ pq
hp,q .
Since the poles of the Gamma function are the non positive integers, it is easy
to deduce that:
Lemma 1.1. For an motive M# satisfying Hypothesis 1.1, an integer m is
critical if and only if for any pp, qq P T pM#q such that p ă q, we have p ă m ă q`1.
In particular, the motive M# always has critical points.
The Deligne conjecture predicts a relation between critical values and the
Deligne period. We now define the Deligne period.
Definition 1.2. Let M# be a motive satisfying Hypothesis 1.1. We denote
by pM#B q
` (resp. pM#B q
´) the subspace of M#B fixed by F8 (resp. ´F8). We
set F`pM#q “ F´pM#q :“ Fω{2pMq, a subspace of M#DR. It is easy to see that
I´18 pF
`pM#q b Cq equals
À
pąq
pM#qp,q.
The comparison isomorphism then induces an isomorphism:
(1.2) pM#B q
` b C ãÑM#B b C
„
ÝÑM#DR b CÑ pM
#
DR{F
`pM#qq b C.
The Deligne period c`pMq is defined to be the determinant of the above isomor-
phism with respect to any fixed E-bases of pM#B q
` and M#DR{F
`pM#q. It is an
element in pE bQ Cq
ˆ and is well defined up to multiplication by elements in Eˆ.
Similarly, we may define c´pM#q.
At last, we consider Lpm,M#q “ Lpm,M#, σqσPΣE P C
ΣE as an element in
E b C.
Conjecture 1.1. The Deligne conjecture
We define d˘ :“ dimEppM
#
B q
˘q. If m is critical for M# then
(1.3) Lpm,M#q „E p2πiq
dǫmcǫpM#q
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where ǫ is the sign of p´1qm.
We remark that d` “ d´1 is simply rankpMq{2 under Hypothesis 1.1.
1.2. Motive over quadratic imaginary field. Recall that K is a quadratic
imaginary field with fixed embedding K ãÑ Q.
Let E be a number field. In this section, we shall consider a motive M over K
with coefficients in E. For each embedding K ãÑ C, the motive M has realizations
as in the previous section. We keep the notationM to indicate the realizations with
respect to the fixed embedding K ãÑ C. We use M c to indicate the realizations
respect to the complex conjugation of the fixed embedding. The infinite Frobenius
gives an E-linear isomorphism F8 :MB
„
ÝÑM cB.
We assume that M is regular and pure of weight ωpMq. We write n for the
rank of M . Since M is regular, we can write its Hodge type as tppi, qiq | 1 ď i ď nu
with p1 ą p2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą pn. We have qi “ ωpMq ´ pi for all i. The Betti realization
MB has a Hodge decomposition MB bQ C “
nÀ
i“1
Mpi,qi as E bQ C-module.
The Hodge type of M c then equals tppci , q
c
i q | 1 ď i ď nu where q
c
i “ ωpMq´ p
c
i
and pci “ qn`1´i “ ωpMq´pn`1´i. We write in this way so that the Hodge numbers
pci are still in decreasing order. We know M
c
B bQ C “
nÀ
i“1
pM cqp
c
i ,q
c
i and F8 induces
E-linear isomorphisms: Mpi,qi
„
ÝÑ pM cqp
c
n`1´i,q
c
n`1´i .
The De Rham realization MDR is still a finite dimensional E-linear space en-
dowed with an E-rational Hodge filtration MDR “ M
pn Ą Mpn´1 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą Mp1 .
The comparison isomorphism:
(1.4) I8 :MB bQ C
„
ÝÑMDR bQ C
induces compatibility isomorphisms on the Hodge decomposition of MB and the
Hodge filtration on MDR.
Definition 1.3. For any fixed E-bases of MB and MDR, we can extend them
to E bQ C bases of MB b C and MDR b C respectively. Such bases are called
E-rational, or simply rational if the number field E is clear. We define δpMq
to be the determinant of I8 with respect to any E-rational bases and call it the
determinant period. It is an element in pEbCqˆwell defined up to multiplication
by elements in Eˆ Ă pE b Cqˆ.
This period is defined in (1.2.2) of [Har97] and in (1.2.4) of [Har13b]. It is
an analogue of Deligne’s period δ defined in (1.7.3) of [Del79] for motives over Q.
Let us now fix some bases. We take tei | 1 ď i ď nu an E-base of MB. Since
F8 is E-linear on MB, we know te
c
i :“ F8ei | 1 ď i ď nu forms an E-base of M
c
B.
Recall that I8 is compatible with the Hodge structures. We have, for each
1 ď i ď n, an isomorphism:
(1.5) I8 :
à
pjěpi
Mpj ,qj “
à
jďi
Mpj,qj
„
ÝÑMpi bQ C.
Therefore, for each i, the comparison isomorphism I8 induces an isomorphism
(1.6) Mpi,qi
„
ÝÑMpi bQ C{M
pi´1 bQ C.
Here we set Mp0 “ t0u.
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Let ωi be a non zero element in M
pi,qi such that the image of ωi by the above
isomorphism is in Mpipmod Mpi´1 bQ Cq. In other words, I8pωiq is equivalent to
an element in Mpi modulo Mpi´1 bQ C.
Note that Mpi,qi is a free E b C-module of rank 1. It follows that the family
tωiu1ďiďn forms an E b C-base of MB b C. Therefore the family tI8pωiqu1ďiďn
forms an EbC-base of MDRbC. This base is not rational, i.e. is not contained in
MDR. But by the above construction, it can pass to a rational base of MDR bQ C
with a unipotent matrix by change of basis. Since the determinant of a unipotent
matrix is always one, we can use this base to calculate δpMq.
We define ωci P pM
cqp
c
i ,q
c
i similarly. We will use tI8pω
c
i q | 1 ď i ď nu as an
E bQ C base of MDR b C to calculate motivic periods henceforth.
Definition 1.4. We know pM cqp
c
n`1´i,q
c
n`1´i is a rank one free E b C-module
and F8ωi is a non-zero element in it. Hence for each 1 ď i ď n there exist a number
QipMq P pE b Cq
ˆ such that F8ωi “ QipMqω
c
n`1´i. These numbers in pE b Cq
ˆ
are called motivic periods and are well defined up to multiplication by elements
in Eˆ.
Since F 28 “ Id, we have F8ω
c
n`1´i “ QipMq
´1ωi. We deduce that:
Lemma 1.2. For all 1 ď i ď n, QipM
cq „E Qn`1´ipMq
´1.
Now that the bases are fixed, we can write down the coefficients of certain
vectors and then calculate the Deligne period. We write ωa “
nř
i“1
Aiaei, ω
c
t “
nř
i“1
Acite
c
i with Aia, A
c
it P E b C for all 1 ď i, a, t ď n.
We know δpMq´1 “ detpAiaq1ďi,aďn. This implies that
Źn
i“1 ωi “ δpMq
´1
Źn
i“1 ei.
We denote by detpMq the determinant motive ofM as in section 1.2 of [Har13b].
We know I8p
Źn
i“1 ωiq is an E-base of detpMqDR and
Źn
i“1 ei is an E-base of
detpMqB. It is easy to deduce by the definition of motivic periods that
(1.7) F8p
nľ
i“1
ωiq “
ź
1ďiďn
QipMq
nľ
i“1
ωci .
Therefore, we can get the following lemma:
Lemma 1.3. There are relations between motivic periods:
δpMq „E δpdetpMqq(1.8)
Q1pdetpMqq „E
nź
i“1
QipMq(1.9)
Lemma 1.4. For all motive M as above, we have:
δpM cq „E p
ź
1ďiďn
QiqδpMq.
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Proof. This follows directly from equation (1.15).
One can also prove this with help of Lemma 1.3. In fact, by Lemma 1.3, we
may assume that n “ 1. We take ω P MDR, ω
c P M cDR and e P MB as before.
Then e “ δpMqω and ec “ δpM cqωc where ec “ F8e.
By definition of motivic period, we have F8ω “ Q1pMqω
c and then ωc “
Q1pMq
´1F8ω “ Q1pMq
´1F8pδpMq
´1eq “ Q1pMq
´1δpMq´1ec. It follows that
δpM cq „E Q1pMqδpMq as expected.
l
Example 1.1. Tate motive
Let Zp1qK be the extension of Zp1q from Q to K. It is a motive with coefficients
in K. As in section 3.1 of [Del79], Zp1qK,B “ H1pGm,Kq – K and Zp1qK,DR is
the dual of H1DRpGm,Kq with generator
dz
z
. Therefore the comparison isomorphism
Zp1qK,B bC – K bCÑ Zp1qK,DR bC – K bC sends K to
ű dz
z
K “ p2πiqK. We
have δpZp1qKq „K 2πi.
In general, let M be a motive over K with coefficients in E of rank r. We have
(1.10) δpMpnqq „E;K p2πiq
nrδpMq.
1.3. The Deligne period for tensor product of motives. We now con-
sider the Deligne period for tensor product of motives over K.
Let E and E1 be two number fields. Let M be a regular motive over K (with
respect to the fixed embedding) with coefficients in E pure of weight ωpMq. Let
M 1 be a regular motive over K with coefficients in E1 pure of weight ωpM 1q. We
write n for the rank of M and n1 for the rank of M 1.
We denote by RpM bM 1q the restriction from K to Q of the motive M bM 1.
It is a motive pure of weight ω :“ ωpMq`ωpM 1q with Betti realizationMBbM
1
B‘
M cB bM
1c
B and De Rham realization MDR bM
1
DR ‘M
c
DR bM
1c
DR.
We denote the Hodge type of M by tppi, ωpMq ´ piq | 1 ď i ď nu with p1 ą
¨ ¨ ¨ ą pn and the Hodge type of M
1 by tprj , ωpM
1q ´ rjq | 1 ď j ď nu with r1 ą
r2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą rn1 . As before, we define p
c
i “ ωpMq´pn`1´i and r
c
j “ ωpM
1q´rn1`1´j .
They are indices for Hodge type of M c and M 1c respectively.
We assume that RpM bM 1q satisfies Hypothesis 1.1, i.e., it has no pw{2, w{2q
class. In other words, pa ` rb ‰
ω
2
and then pct ` r
c
u ‰
ω
2
for all 1 ď a, t ď n,
1 ď b, u ď n1.
Remark 1.1. Recall that a necessary condition for a motiveM# to have critical
points is that for any integer p, the infinity Frobenius F8 acts as a scalar on
pM#qp,p. We observe that RpM bM 1qp,p “ pM bM 1qp,p ‘ pM c bM 1cqp,p and F8
interchanges the two factors. Hence F8 can not be a scalar on RpMbM
1qp,p unless
the latter is zero. Therefore, if the motive RpM bM 1q has critical points then it
has no pp, pq class for any p. The converse is also true due to Lemma 1.1.
As in the above section, we take tei | 1 ď i ď nu an E-base of MB and
define teci :“ F8ei | 1 ď i ď nu which is an E-base of M
c
B. Similarly, we take
tfj | 1 ď j ď n
1u an E1-base of M 1B and define f
c
j :“ F8fj for 1 ď j ď n
1.
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We also take ωi P M
pi,ωpMq´pi , pωci q P pM
cqp
c
i ,ωpMq´p
c
i for 1 ď i ď n as in
previous section and ηj P M
rj ,ωpM
1q´rj , ηcj P pM
1cqr
c
j ,ωpM
1q´rcj for 1 ď j ď n1
similarly.
Recall that the motivic periods are defined by
(P) F8ωi “ Qiω
c
n`1´i, F8µj “ Q
1
jµ
c
n1`1´j
for 1 ď i ď n and 1 ď j ď n1.
The aim of this section is to calculate the Deligne period for RpM bM 1q in
terms of these motivic periods.
Remark 1.2. If we define a paring pMB b Cq b pMB b Cq Ñ C such that
ă ωi, ω
c
n`1´i ą“ 1 and ă ωi, ω
c
n`1´j ą“ 0 for j ‰ i then Qi “ă ωi, F8ωi ą.
We write M# “ RpM bM 1q. We define two sets A :“ tpa, bq | pa ` rb ą
ω
2
u
and T :“ tpt, uq | pct ` r
c
u ą
ω
2
u “ tpt, uq | pn`1´t ` rn1`1´u ă
ω
2
u.
Remark 1.3. It is easy to see that
(1.11) pt, uq P T if and only if pn` 1´ t, n1 ` 1´ uq R A.
Proposition 1.1. Let M , M 1 be as before. We assume that M bM 1 has no
pω{2, ω{2q-class. We then have
c`pRpM bM 1qq „EE1
¨
˝ ź
pt,uqRT
Qn`1´tpMqQn1`1´upM
1q
˛
‚δpM bM 1q
„EE1
¨
˝ ź
pt,uqPA
QtpMqQupM
1q
˛
‚δpM bM 1q.(1.12)
Proof. For simplification of notation, we identify ωi P MB b C with I8pωiq P
MDR b C. Similarly, we identify ω
c, µj , µ
c
j with their image under I8 in the
following.
We fixe bases for M`B and M
#
DR{F
`pM#q now. For M`B , we know
tei b fj ` e
c
i b f
c
j | 1 ď i ď n, 1 ď j ď n
1u
forms an EE1-base.
To fix a base for pM#DR{F
`pM#qqbC “M#DRbC{F
`pM#qbC, we first recall
that
I8p
à
p#ąω
2
pM#qp
#
, ω ´ p#q “ F`pM#q b C.
Moreover, we know that
À
p#ąω
2
pM#qp
#,ω´p# equals
p
à
a,bPA
pMqpa,ωpMq´pabpM 1qrb,ωpM
1q´rbq‘p
à
t,uPT
pM cqp
c
t ,ωpMq´p
c
t bpM 1cqr
c
u,ωpM
1q´rcuq.
Therefore, the family
(1.13) B :“ tωa b µb, ω
c
t b µ
c
u mod F
`pM#q b C | pa, bq R A, pt, uq R T u
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is an E b C base of M#DR b C{F
`pM#q b C. This base is not rational but can
change to a rational base with a unipotent matrix for change of basis as we have
seen before. Therefore we can use this base to calculate the Deligne period.
Note that F8 is an endomorphism on M
#
B b C and M
#
DR b C. For any φ P
M
#
B b C or M
#
DR b C, we write p1` F8qφ :“ φ` F8pφq.
If pa, bq R A then pn ` 1 ´ a, n1 ` 1 ´ bq P T by (1.11). Along with (P),
we know that F8pωa b µbq “ QaQ
1
bω
c
n`1´aµ
c
n1`1´b P F
`pM#q b C. Similarly,
F8pω
c
t b µ
c
uq P F
`pM#q b C for all pt, uq R T .
We have deduced that
(1.14)
B “ tp1`F8qωabµb, p1`F8qω
c
t bµ
c
u mod F
`pM#bCq | pa, bq R A, pt, uq R T qu.
We take Ai,t, Bj,b, A
c
i,t, B
c
j,t P E b C such that ωa “
nř
i“1
Aiaei, ω
c
t “
nř
i“1
Acite
c
i ,
µb “
n1ř
j“1
Bjbfj, µu “
n1ř
j“1
Bcjuf
c
j for 1 ď a, t ď n and 1 ď b, u ď n
1.
We then have
p1` F8qωaµb “ p1 ` F8q
ÿ
i,j
AiaBjbei b fj “
ÿ
i,j
AiaBjbpei b fj ` e
c
i b f
c
j q
and p1` F8qω
c
tω
c
u “ p1` F8q
ÿ
i,j
AcitB
c
jue
c
i b f
c
j “
ÿ
i,j
AcitB
c
jupei b fj ` e
c
i b f
c
j q.
Up to multiplication by elements in pEE1qˆ, the Deligne period then equals
the inverse of the determinant of the matrix
Mat1 :“
`
AiaBjb, A
c
itB
c
ju
˘
with 1 ď i ď n, 1 ď j ď n1, pa, bq R A, pt, uq R T .
By the relation P, we have F8ωn`1´t “ Qn`1´tω
c
t . We get
nÿ
i“1
Ai,n`1´te
c
i “ Qn`1´tω
c
t “ Qn`1´t
nÿ
i“1
Acite
c
i
Therefore, for all i, j, we obtain,
(1.15) Acit “ pQn`1´tq
´1Ai,n`1´t, B
c
ju “ pQ
1
n1`1´uq
´1Bj,n1`1´u.
We then deduce that AcitB
c
ju “ pQn`1´tq
´1pQ1n1`1´uq
´1Ai,n`1´tBj,n1`1´u.
Thus the inverse of the Deligne period:
c`pRpMbM 1qq´1 „EpM#q detpMat1q “
ź
pt,uqRT
ppQn`1´tq
´1pQ1n1`1´uq
´1qˆdetpMat2q
where Mat2 “ pAiaBjb, Ai,n`1´t,j,n1`1´uq with 1 ď i ď n, 1 ď j ď n
1, pa, bq R A
and pt, uq R T .
Recall that pt, uq R T if and only if pn`1´t, n1`1´uq P A. Therefore the index
pn` 1´ t, n1` 1´uq above runs over the pairs in A. We see that Mat2 “ pAiaBjbq
with both pi, jq and pa, bq runs over all the pair in t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu ˆ t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n1u. It
is noting but pAiaq1ďi,aďn b pBjbq1ďj,bďn1 .
Let us recall the definition of Aia. It is the coefficients with respect to the chosen
rational bases for the inverse of the comparison isomorphism MBbCÑMDRbC.
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Therefore pAiaq1ďi,aďn b pBjbq1ďj,bďn1 is the coefficient matrix of the inverse
of the comparison isomorphism
(1.16) pM bM 1qB b CÑ pM bM
1qDR b C.
Finally, we get detppAiaq b pBjbqq “ δpM bM
1q´1 which terminates the proof.
l
1.4. Further simplification. We are going to simplify equation (1.12) in this
section.
Firstly, it is easy to see that
(1.17) δpM bM 1q „EE1 δpMq
n1δpM 1qn.
Secondly, it is already pointed out in Lemma 1.4.2 of [Har13b] that the set A
is a tableau, i.e., if pt, uq P A then for any t1 ă t and u1 ă u, the pair pt1, u1q is also
in A. It is natural to consier some new motivic periods
(1.18) QpjqpMq :“ Q1pMqQ2pMq ¨ ¨ ¨QjpMq for 1 ď j ď n
and Qp0qpMq “ 1. We define QpkqpM
1q similarly for 0 ď k ď n1. We should be able
to rewrite equation (1.12) in terms of these motivic periods.
In fact, these new motivic periods fit in the automorphic setting in the sense
that the automorphic analogue can be defined geometrically. We refer to equation
2.3 and equation 2.9 for more details.
We turn back to the simplification of equation (1.12). We need to find out the
power for each Qpjq. This is a purely combinatorial problem. When the motives
are associated to automorphic representations, the precise powers are worked out
in [Lin15b]. We state a general definition here.
Definition 1.5. The sequence ´rn1 ą ´rn1´1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą ´r1 is split into n ` 1
parts by the numbers p1 ´
ω
2
ą p2 ´
ω
2
ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą pn ´
ω
2
. We denote the length of
each parts by sppi,M ;M 1q, 0 ď i ď n and call them the split indices for motivic
pair.
We can define sppj,M 1;Mq for 0 ď j ď n1 symmetrically. It is easy to see that:
Lemma 1.5. The split indices satisfy:
(1)
nř
i“0
sppi,M ;M 1q “ n1 “ rankpM 1q;
(2) sppi,M ;M 1q “ sppn´ i,M c;M 1cq for all 0 ď i ď n.
Recall that A “ tpa, bq | pa ` rb ą
ω
2
u. For fixed t, we have
(1.19) #tu | pt, uq P Au “ #tu | ´ru ă pt ´
ω
2
u.
There is no difficulty to get:
Lemma 1.6. For each 1 ď t ď n, the cardinal of the set tu | pt, uq P Au equals
sppt,M ;M 1q ` sppt` 1,M ;M 1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ sppn,M ;M 1q.
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Therefore, we have
ź
pt,uqPA
QtpMq “
nź
t“1
QtpMq
nř
j“t
sppj,M ;M 1q
“
nź
j“1
r
jź
t“1
Q1pMqs
sppj,M ;M 1q
“
nź
j“1
QpjqpMq
sppj,M ;M 1q “
nź
j“0
QpjqpMq
sppj,M ;M 1q.
Recall that we have defined Qp0qpMq “ 1.
By the symmetry, we can deduce that
(1.20)
ź
pt,uqPA
QtpMqQupM
1q “
nź
j“0
QpjqpMq
sppj,M ;M 1q
n1ź
k“0
QpkqpM
1qsp
1pk,M 1;Mq.
Recall by Lemma 1.5 that
nř
j“0
sppj,M ;M 1q “ n1 and
n;ř
k“0
sppk,M 1;Mq “ n. We
know
(1.21)
δpM bM 1q „EE1 δpMq
n1δpM 1qn „EE1
nź
j“0
δpMqsppj,M ;M
1q
nź
k“0
δpM 1qsppk,M
1 ;Mq.
We finally get:
(1.22)
c`pRpM bM 1qq „EE1
nź
j“0
pQpjqpMqδpMqq
sppj,M ;M 1q
n1ź
k“0
pQpkqpM
1qδpMqqsp
1pk,M 1;Mq.
For the purpose of compatibility with automorphic setting which has different
normalization, we define
(1.23) ∆pMq :“ p2πiq
npn´1q
2 δpMq and ∆pM 1q :“ p2πiq
n1pn1´1q
2 δpM 1q.
We set
(1.24) QpjqpMq “ QpjqpMq∆pMq and Q
pkqpM 1q “ QpkqpM
1q∆pM 1q
for 0 ď j ď n and 0 ď k ď n1.
We conclude that:
Proposition 1.2. The Deligne period for RpM bM 1q satisfies the following
formula:
c`pRpMbM 1qq „EE1 p2πiq
´nn1pn`n1´2q
2
nź
j“0
QpjqpMqsppj,M ;M
1q
n1ź
k“0
QpkqpM 1qsppk,M
1 ;Mq.
Remark 1.4. When M is the motive associated to a conjugate self-dual auto-
morphic representation, the motivic period Qpjq is the same as the motivic period
Pďn`1´s in section 4 of [GH15]. We shall see this in Proposition 2.3.
We remark that for motives restricted from a quadratic imaginary field, the
two Deligne periods differ by an element in the coefficient field. Therefore, we may
ignore the sign in the original Deligne conjecture. We can now state the Deligne
conjecture for tensor product of two motives over K.
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Conjecture 1.2. Let M and M 1 be two pure regular motives over K of rank
n and n1 respectively. We write ω for the rank ofMbM 1. We assume thatMbM 1
has no pω{2, ω{2q-class.
If m`
n` n1 ´ 2
2
P Z is a critical point forMbM 1, then the Deligne conjecture
predicts that:
Lpm` n`n
1´2
2
, RpM bM 1qq „EE1(1.25)
p2πiqnn
1m
nś
j“0
QpjqpMqsppj,M ;M
1q
n1ś
k“0
QpkqpM 1qsppk,M
1 ;Mq.
2. The automorphic variant
2.1. Motives associated to automorphic representations. Let Π “ Πfb
Π8 be a cuspidal representation of GLnpAKq. We denote the infinity type of Π by
pzaizbiq1ďiďn.
We assume that Π is regular which means that its infinity type satisfies ai ‰ aj
for all 1 ď i ă j ď n. We assume also Π is algebraic which means that its infinity
type satisfies ai, bi P Z `
n´ 1
2
for all 1 ď i ď n. By Lemma 4.9 of [Clo90]), we
know that there exists an integer wΠ such that ai ` bi “ ´wΠ for all i.
We denote by V the representation space of Πf . For σ P AutpCq, we define Π
σ
f ,
another GLnpAK,f q-representation, to be V bC,σ C. Let QpΠq be the subfield of C
fixed by tσ P AutpCq | Πσf – Πfu. We call it the rationality field of Π.
For E a number field, G a group and V a G-representation over C, we say V
has an E-rational structure if there exists a E-vector space VE endowed with
an action of G such that V “ VE bE C as a representation of G. We call VE an
E-rational structure of V . We have the following result (c.f. [Clo90] Theorem
3.13):
Theorem 2.1. For Π a regular algebraic cuspidal representation of GLnpAKq,
QpΠq is a number field. Moreover, Πf has a QpΠq-rational structure. For all
σ P AutpCq, Πσf is the finite part of a cuspidal representation of GLnpAKq which is
unique by the strong multiplicity one theorem, denoted by Πσ.
It is conjectured that such a Π is attached to a motive with coefficients in a
finite extension of QpΠq:
Conjecture 2.1. (Conjecture 4.5 and paragraph 4.3.3 of [Clo90])
Let Π be a regular algebraic cuspidal representation of GLnpAKq and QpΠq its
rationality field. There exists E a finite extension of QpΠq and M a regular motive
of rank n over K with coefficients in E such that
Lps,M, σq “ Lps`
1´ n
2
,Πσq
for all σ : E ãÑ C.
Moreover, if the infinity type of Π is pzaiz´ωpΠq´aiq1ďiďn, then the Hodge type
of M is tp´ai `
n´ 1
2
, ωpΠq ´ ai `
n´ 1
2
q | 1 ď i ď nu.
In particular, this motive is pure of weight wΠ ` n´ 1.
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This is a part of the Langlands program. In light of this, we want to associate
a motive, or more precisely, a geometric object to certain representations. Unfor-
tunately there is no hermitian symmetric domain associated to GLn for n ą 2. We
can not use theory of Shimura variety directly. We need to pass to unitary groups
via base change theory.
2.2. Base change and Langlands functoriality. Let G and G1 be two
connected quasi-split reductive algebraic groups over Q. Put pG the complex dual
group of G. The Galois group GQ “ GalpQ{Qq acts on pG. We define the L-group
of G by LG :“ pG ¸ GQ and we define LG1 similarly. A group homomorphism
between two L-groups LGÑ LG1 is called an L-morphism if it is continuous, its
restriction to pG is analytic and it is compatible with the projections of LG and
LG1 to GQ. If there exists an L-morphism
LG Ñ LG1, the Langlands principal
of functoriality predicts a correspondence between automorphic representations
of GpAQq and automorphic representations of G
1pAQq (c.f. section 26 of [Art03]).
More precisely, we wish to associate an L-packet of automorphic representations of
GpAQq to that of G
1pAQq.
Locally, we can specify this correspondence for unramified representations. Let
p be a finite place of Q such that G is unramified at p. We fix Γp a maximal
compact hyperspecial subgroup of Gp :“ GpQpq. By definition, for πp an admissible
representation ofGp, we say πp is unramified (with respect to Γp) if it is irreducible
and dimπ
Γp
p ą 0. One can show that π
Γp
p is actually one dimensional since πp is
irreducible.
We set Hp :“ HpGp,Γpq the Hecke algebra consisting of compactly supported
continuous functions from Gp to C which are Γp invariants at both side. We know
Hp acts on πp and preserves π
Γp
p (c.f. [Min11]). Since π
Γp
p is one-dimensional,
every element in Hp acts as a multiplication by a scalar on it. In other words, πp
thus determines a character of Hp. This gives a map from the set of unramified
representations of Gp to the set of characters of Hp which is in fact a bijection (c.f.
section 2.6 of [Min11]).
We can moreover describe the structure of Hp in a simpler way. Let Tp be a
maximal torus of Gp contained in a Borel subgroup of Gp. We denote by X˚pTpq
the set of cocharacters of Tp defined over Qp. The Satake transform identifies the
Hecke algebra Hp with the polynomial ring CrX˚pTpqs
Wp where Wp is the Weyl
group of Gp (c.f. section 1.2.4 of [Har10]).
Let G1 be a connected quasi-split reductive group which is also unramified at p.
We can define Γ1p, H
1
p :“ HpG
1
p,Γ
1
pq and T
1
p similarly. An L-morphism
LG Ñ LG1
induces a morphism xTp Ñ xT 1p and hence a map T 1p Ñ Tp. The latter gives a
morphism from CrX˚pT
1
pqs
W 1p to CrX˚pTpqs
Wp and thus a morphism from H 1p to
Hp. Its dual hence gives a map from the set of unramified representations of Gp
to that of G1p. This is the local Langlands principal of functoriality for unramified
representations.
In this article, we are interested in a particular case of the Langlands functo-
riality: the cyclic base change. Let F be a cyclic extension of Q, for example, a
quadratic imaginary field. Let G be a connected quasi-split reductive group over
Q. Put G1 “ ResF {QGF . We know xG1 equals pGrF :Qs. The diagonal embedding is
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then a natural L-morphism LG Ñ LG1. The corresponding functoriality is called
the (global) base change.
More precisely, let p be a finite place of Q. The above L-morphism gives a
map from the set of unramified representations of GpQpq to that of G
1pQpq where
the latter is isomorphic to GpFpq –
Â
v|p
GpFvq. By the tensor product theorem, all
the unramified representation of GpFpq can be written uniquely as tensor product
of unramified representations of GpFvq where v runs over the places of F above p.
We fix v a place of F above p and we then get a map from the set of unramified
representation of GpQpq to that of GpFvq. For an unramified representation of
GpQvq, we call the image its (local) base change with respect to Fv{Qp.
Let π be an admissible irreducible representation of GpAQq. We say Π, a
representation of GpAF q, is a (weak) base change of π if for all v, a finite place
of Q, such that π is unramified at v and all w, a place of F over v, Πw is the base
change of πv. In this case, we say Π descends to π by base change. Moreover, if
p is unramified for both π and Π, it is easy to see that Πp and πp have the same
L-factor.
Remark 2.1. The group AutpF q acts on GpAF q. This induces an action of
AutpF q on automorphic representations of GpAF q. We denote this action by Π
σ
for σ P AutpF q and Π an automorphic representation of GpAF q. It is easy to see
that if Π is a base change of π, then Πσ is one as well. So if we have the strong
multiplicity one theorem for GpAF q, we can conclude that every representation in
the image of base change is AutpF q-stable.
Example 2.1. Base change for GL1
Now let us give an example of base change. Let F {L be a cyclic extension of
numbers fields. Let σ be a generator ofGalpF {Lq. The automorphic representations
of GL1 over a number field are nothing but Hecke characters. Let η be a Hecke
character of L. The base change of η to GL1pAF q in this case is just η ˝NAF {AL .
On the other hand, as discussed above, if χ is a Hecke character of AF , then a
necessary condition for it to descend is Π “ Πσ for all σ P GalpF {Lq. We shall see
that this is also sufficient.
Theorem 2.2. Let F {L be a cyclic extension of number fields and χ be a
Hecke character of F . If χ “ χσ for all σ P GalpF {Lq, then there exists η, a Hecke
character of L, such that χ “ η ˝ NAF {AL . Moreover, if χ is unramified at some
place v of L, we can choose η to be unramified at places of K dividing by v.
Proof. We define at first η0 : NAF {ALpAF q
ˆ Ñ C as follows: for any w P
NAF {ALpAF q
ˆ, take z P AˆF such that w “ NAF {ALpzq and we define η0pwq “ χpzq.
This does not depend on the choice of z. In fact, if z1 P AˆF such that
NAF {ALpz
1q also equals w “ NAF {ALpzq, then by Hilbert’s theorem 90 which says
H1pGalpF {Lq,AˆF q “ 1, there exists t P A
ˆ
F such that z
1 “
σptq
t
z for some σ P
GalpF {Lq. Hence χpz1q “
χσptq
χptq
χpzq “ χpzq. Therefore η0pwq is well defined. One
can verify that η0 is a continuous character.
By Hasse norm theorem, NAF {ALpAF q
ˆ X Lˆ “ NAF {ALpF q
ˆ (this is a direct
corollary of Hilbert’s theorem 90 on LˆzAˆL that H
1pGalpF {Lq, LˆzAˆLq “ t1u),
we know η0 is trivial on NAF {ALpAF q
ˆ X Lˆ, and hence factors through pLˆ X
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NAF {ALpA
ˆ
F qqzNAF {ALpA
ˆ
F q. The latter is a finite index open subgroup of L
ˆzAˆL
by the class field theory. We can thus extend η0 to a Hecke character of L as we
want. 
We now consider the base change for unitary groups and similitude unitary
groups with respect to K{Q.
For each integer 0 ď s ď n, there exists a Hermitian space of dimension n over
K with infinity sign pn ´ s, sq such that the associated unitary group Us over Q
is quasi-split at all finite place except for at most one finite space split in K (c.f.
section 2 of [Clo91] or section 1.2 of [HL04]).
We remark that UspAKq – GLnpAKq. We can regard the regular algebraic
cuspidal representation Π as a representation of UspAKq. We denote by Π
_ the
contragredient representation of Π. We say Π is conjugate self-dual if Πc – Π_.
If Π descends to UspAQq then by the previous discussion we know that it is stable
under AutpKq-action. This is equivalent to say that Π is conjugate self-dual.
If n is odd, then we can take Us quasi-split at each finite place. In this case,
the conjugate self-dual condition is also sufficient.
If n is even and s has the same parity as n{2, it is in the same situation as the
n odd case. But if n is even and s does not have the same parity as n{2, the unitary
group Us can not be quasi-split everywhere. In this case, we have to add a local
condition (see the hypothesis below) so that Π descends to UspAQq. Since we will
need that Π descends to UspAQq for each s, we postulate the following hypothesis
whenever n is even:
Hypothesis 2.1. The representation Π is a discrete series representation at a
finite place of Q which is split in K.
Proposition 2.1. (Theorem 3.1.2, 3.1.3 of [HL04]) Let Π be a regular alge-
braic cuspidal representation of GLnpAKq which is moreover conjugate self-dual. If
n is even, we assume that Π satisfies Hypothesis 2.1.
For each 0 ď s ď n, let Us be the unitary group as before. We know Π descends
to a cuspidal representation of UspAQq for any s.
We denote GUs the rational similitude unitary group associated to Us. We
have GUspAKq – GLnpAKq b A
ˆ
K .
We write ξΠ for the central character of Π. It is conjugate self-dual since Π is.
One can show that there exists ξ, an algebraic Hecke character of AK , such that
(2.1)
ξpzq
ξpzq
“ ξΠpzq
´1.
This is again due to Hilbert 90. For detailed proof, we refer to Lemma 2.2 of [Clo12]
or Lemma 2.3.1 of [Lin15b]. Hence, by a similar argument as Theorem V I.2.9 in
[HT01], we can deduce that that Π_ b ξ descends to a cuspidal representation of
GUspAQq, denoted by πs.
We are about to consider cohomology space associated to πs. We need to
assume that Π is cohomological so that πs is also cohomological.
Let G8 be the group of real points of ResK{QGLn. Recall that Π is cohomo-
logical if there exists W an algebraic finite-dimensional representation of G8 such
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that H˚pG8,K8; Π8 bW q ‰ 0 where G8 “ LiepG8q and K8 is the product of a
maximal compact group of G8 and the center of G8. We remark that a cohomo-
logical representation is automatically algebraic since its infinity type is determined
by this algebraic finite-dimensional representation.
We write W pπ8q for the finite dimensional representation associated to πs by
the cohomological property.
2.3. Automorphic periods. We will summarize the construction of auto-
morphic periods in [Har97] in this section. Firstly, we construct a Shimura datum
on GUs.
We define Xs to be the GUspRq conjugate class of
hs : SpCq “ C
ˆ ˆ Cˆ Ñ GUspCq – GLnpCq ˆ C
ˆ
pz, zq ÞÑ p
ˆ
zIr 0
0 zIs
˙
, zzq.
We know that pGUs, Xsq is a Shimura datum and we denote by ShpGUsq the
associated Shimura variety. The finite dimensional representationW pπ8q defines a
complex local system Wpπ8q and l-adic local system Wpπ8ql on ShpGUsq.
As shown in [Har97], the cohomology group H
rs
pShpGUsq,Wpπ8qq defined in
section 2.2 of [Har97] is naturally endowed with a De Rham rational structure and
a Betti rational structure overK (c.f. Proposition 2.2.7 of loc.cit). The cohomology
group H
rs
pShpGUsq,Wpπ8qlq is endowed with an l-adic structure. Moreover, πf
contributes non trivially to these cohomology groups, i.e. H
rs
pShpGUsq, ˚qrπf s :“
HomGpAKf qpπf , H
rs
pShpGUsq, ˚q ‰ 0 for ˚ “ Wpπ8q or Wpπ8ql.
One direct consequence is that the rationality field of πf is a number field (see
section 2.6 of [Har97]). One can then realize πf over Epπq, a finite extension of its
rationality field, which is still a number field. We take EpΠq a number field which
contains the Epπq for all s. We also assume that EpΠq contains K for simplicity.
One can show that H
rs
pShpGUsq, ˚qrπf s for ˚ “ Wpπ8q or Wpπ8ql form a
motive with coefficients in EpΠq (c.f. Proposition 2.7.10 of loc.cit). We denote it
by MspΠ, ξq.
Since Π is conjugate self-dual, there exists ă . ą a non degenerate bilinear form
on H
rs
pShpGUsq,Wpπ8qqrπf s normalized as in section 2.6.8 of [Har97].
The Hodge decomposition of H
rs
pShpGUsq,Wpπ8qqrπf s is given by the coher-
ent cohomology. More precisely, let ShpGUsq ãÑ ĂShpGUsq be a smooth toroidal
compactification. Let π18 be any discrete series representation of GUspRq with base
change Π_8. It is then cohomological and we denote
rEpπ18q the coherent automor-
phic vector bundle attached to the finite dimensional representation associated to
π18. We have
H
rs
pShpGUsq,Wpπ8qqrπf s “
à
π18
rHqpπ18qpĂShpGUsq, rEpπ18qqrπf s
where rH indicates the coherent cohomology and qpπ18q is an integer depends on
π18.
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Among these π18, there exists a holomorphic representation π
1
8 such that
qpπ18q “ 0. We fix this π
1
8 and choose a K-rational element
0 ‰ βs P rHqpπ18q“0pĂShpGUsq, rEpπ18qqrπf s.
At last, we take the integer C such that ξ8ptq “ t
C for t P R`. We define the
automorphic period of pΠ, ξq to be the normalized Petersson inner product:
P psqpΠ, ξq :“ p2πq´C ă βs, βs ą .
It is a non zero complex number. By the following proposition, we see that
P psqpΠ, ξq does not depend on the choice of βs modulo Epπq
ˆ and thus well defined
modulo Epπqˆ.
Proposition 2.2. (Proposition 3.19 in [Har13a])
Let β1s P
rHqpπ18q“0pĂShpGUsq, rEpπ18qqrπf s be another K-rational element. We
have
ă βs, β
1
s ą
ă βs, βs ą
P Epπq.
Consequently, ă βs, βs ą„Epπqă β
1
s, β
1
s ą.
Remark 2.2. We may furthermore choose βs such that ă βs, βs ą is equivari-
ant under action of GK .
Actually, this period P psqpΠ, ξq is also independent of the choice of ξ. This is
a corollary to Theorem 3.5.13 of [Har97]. We can also deduce it from our main
theorem in the next section. At the moment we just fix a ξ and define the (s-th)
automorphic period of Π by P psqpΠq :“ P psqpΠ, ξq.
2.4. An automorphic variant of the Deligne conjecture. We assume
that the motive associated to Π exists and denote it by M :“MpΠq. Similarly, for
the Hecke character ξ, we denote by Mpξq the associated motive.
Recall that πs has base change Π
_ b ξ. It is expected, if we admit the Tate
conjecture, that:
(2.2) MspΠ, ξq – Λ
n´spMpΠq_q bMpξq
up to twist by a Tate motive.
We have taken βs in the bottom stage of the Hodge filtration. Therefore, we
should have:
(2.3) P psqpΠq „EpΠq pQ1pM
_qQ2pM
_q ¨ ¨ ¨Qn´spM
_qq ˆQ1pMpξqq.
Recall that
ξc
ξ
“ ξ´1Π by equation (2.1). The right hand side in fact equals
QpsqpMq. We shall give a lemma first and then prove this property.
Lemma 2.1. (Lemma 1.2.7 of [Har13b]) Under the condition that Π is conju-
gate self-dual, we have:
(2.4) δpMq´2p2πiqnp1´nq „E
ź
1ďiďn
Qi.
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Proof. Recall by Lemma 1.4 that
(2.5) δpM cq „E p
ź
1ďiďn
QiqδpMq.
On one hand, the comparison isomorphism for M_ is the inverse of the dual of
the comparison isomorphism for M . Hence δpM_q „E δpMq
´1. This is true for all
motives.
On the other hand, since Π is conjugate self-dual, we have: M c –M_p1´ nq.
This implies that
(2.6) δpM cq „E δpM
_qp2πiqnp1´nq.
We then deduce that
(2.7) δpM cq „E δpMq
´1p2πiqnp1´nq.
We compare this with equation (2.5) and get:
(2.8) δpMq´1p2πiqnp1´nq „E p
ź
1ďiďn
QiqδpMq.
The lemma then follows.
l
We can now prove the following:
Proposition 2.3. Let M “ MpΠq. Let ξ be a Hecke character of AK such
that
ξc
ξ
“ ξ´1Π . We then have:
(2.9) QpsqpMq „EpΠq;K pQ1pM
_qQ2pM
_q ¨ ¨ ¨Qn´spM
_qq ˆQ1pMpξqq
Proof. Recall that
(2.10) QpsqpMq “ QpsqpMq∆pMq “ pQ1pMqQ2pMq ¨ ¨ ¨QspMqqp2πiq
npn´1q
2 δpMq
by equation (1.23) and equation (1.24).
Moreover, by Lemma 1.2 , we have:
(2.11)
Q1pM
_qQ2pM
_q ¨ ¨ ¨Qn´spM
_q „EpΠq Qs`1pMq
´1Qs`2pMq
´1 ¨ ¨ ¨QnpMq
´1.
By the previous lemma, we have:
pQs`1pMq
´1Qs`2pMq
´1 ¨ ¨ ¨QnpMq
´1q ˆQ1pMpξqq
„E Q1pMqQ2pMq ¨ ¨ ¨QspMqp2πiq
npn´1qδpMq2 ˆQ1pMpξqq
„E pQpsqpMqp2πiq
npn´1q
2 δpMqqp2πiq
npn´1q
2 δpMq ˆQ1pMpξqq
„E Q
psqpMqp2πiq
npn´1q
2 δpMq ˆQ1pMpξqq.
Therefore it remains to show that Q1pMpξqq
´1 „EpΠq;K p2πiq
npn´1q
2 δpMq.
Since detpMpΠqq –MpξΠqp´
npn´ 1q
2
q, by equation (1.10), we have
(2.12) δpMq „EpΠq;K δpdetpMpΠqqq „EpΠq;K δpMpξΠqqp2πiq
´npn´1q
2 .
At last, we recall that
ξc
ξ
“ ξ´1Π . We can show δpMpξΠqq „EpΠq Q1pMpξqq
´1
with the help of CM periods and Blasius’s result on special values of L-functions
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for Hecke characters. We refer to the appendix of [HK91] for the notation and
section 6.4 of [Lin15b] for the proof.
l
We now consider critical values of automorphic L-functions for tensor product
of two cuspidal representations. As predicted by Conjecture 1.2, they should be
able to interpreted in terms of automorphic periods.
More precisely, let n1 be a positive integer and Π1 be an conjugate self-dual
cohomological cuspidal regular representation ofGLn1pAKq. If n
1 is even, we assume
that Π1 satisfies Hypothesis 2.1.
We denote the infinity type of Π (resp. Π1) by pzaiz´ωpΠq´aiq1ďiďn (resp.
pzbjz´ωpΠq´bj q1ďjďn1) with a1 ą a2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą an (resp. b1 ą b2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą bn1). We
suppose Π ˆ Π1 is critical, i.e. ai ` bj ‰ ´
ωpΠq ` ωpΠ1q
2
for all i, j. Otherwise
ΠˆΠ1 does not have critical values.
Let m P Z`
n` n1
2
. We say m is critical for ΠˆΠ1 if m`
n` n1 ´ 2
2
is critical
for RpMpΠqbMpΠ1qq. Recall that critical points are determined by the Hodge type
as in Lemma 1.1. Moreover, the Hodge type of RpMpΠq bMpΠ1qq is determined
by the infinity type of Π and Π1. Therefore, even if MpΠq or MpΠ1q does not exist,
we may still define critical points for ΠˆΠ1 in this way.
We can also give an explicit criteria on critical points by Lemma 1.1. We
recall that the motive MpΠq associated to Π, if it exists, should have Hodge type
p´an`1´i `
n´1
2
, an`1´i ` ωpΠq `
n´1
2
q1ďiďn by Conjecture 2.1.
Lemma 2.2. Let m P Z`
n` n1
2
. It is critical for ΠˆΠ1 if and only if for any
1 ď i ď n and any 1 ď j ď n1, if ai ` bj ą ´
ωpΠq ` ωpΠ1q
2
then ´ai ´ bj ă m ă
ai ` bj ` ωpΠq ` ωpΠ
1q ` 1; otherwise ai ` bj ` ωpΠq ` ωpΠ
1q ă m ă ´ai ´ bj ` 1.
In particular, critical point always exists if ΠˆΠ1 is critical.
We now define the split index for automorphic pairs. We split the sequence
b1 ą b2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą bn1 by the numbers´an´
ωpΠq ` ωpΠ1q
2
ą ´an´1´
ωpΠq ` ωpΠ1q
2
ą
¨ ¨ ¨ ą ´a1 ´
ωpΠq ` ωpΠ1q
2
. We denote the length of each part by sppj,Π;Π1q
for 0 ď j ď n and call them the split indices for automorphic pairs. We
may define sppk,Π1; Πq for 0 ď k ď n1 symmetrically. It is easy to see that
sppj,MpΠq;MpΠ1qq “ sppj,Π;Π1q for all 0 ď j ď n and sppk,MpΠ1q;MpΠqq “
sppk,Π1; Πq for all 0 ď k ď n1.
Finally, since Lpm,ΠˆΠ1q “ Lpm`
n` n1 ´ 2
2
, RpMpΠqbMpΠ1qqq, Conjecture
1.2 then predicts an automorphic variant of the Deligne conjecture:
Conjecture 2.2. Let Π and Π1 be as before. If m P Z`
n` n1
2
be critical for
ΠˆΠ1 then we have:
Lpm,ΠˆΠ1q „EpΠqEpΠ1q;K p2πiq
nn1m
nź
j“0
P pjqpΠqsppj,Π;Π
1q
n1ź
k“0
P pkqpΠ1qsppk,Π
1;Πq.
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This conjecture is a purely automorphic statement. Moreover, it is proved by
automorphic methods in many cases. We state some known results here.
Theorem 2.3. We assume that both Π and Π1 are very regular, i.e. the num-
bers ai ´ ai`1 ě 3 and bj ´ bj`1 ě 3 for all 1 ď i ď n´ 1 and 1 ď j ď n
1 ´ 1.
We may assume that n ě n1. Conjecture 2.2 is true in the following cases:
(1) n1 “ 1, Π1 need not to be conjugate self-dual;
(2) n ą n1, n and n1 have different parity, the numbers ´bj, 1 ď j ď n
1 are in
different gaps between a1 ą a2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą an.
(3) m “ 1, n and n1 have the same parity.
Remark 2.3. (1) In the case p2q and p3q of the above theorem, we can
get similar results for the other parity situation. However, more notation
and the CM periods will be involved so we neglect them here. Details can
be found in Chapter 10 and 11 of [Lin15b].
(2) For the proof, we refer to [Har97] for the case p1q, [GH15] for the case
n1 “ n´ 1 in case p2q and [Lin15b] for general cases.
(3) These results have been generalized to CM fields (c.f.[Gue15] for case (1)
and [Lin15b] for general cases). More precisely, let F be a CM field and
Π be a certain cuspidal representation of GLnpAF q. One can still define
automorphic periods for Π. We have similar results on critical values for
tensor product of two such representations. The main difficulty of this
generalisation is to show that the automorphic periods factorise through
infinite places. This factorization generalises an important conjecture of
Shimura, and is predicted by motivic calculation. The proof can be found
in the thesis and a forthcoming paper of the author.
(4) One application of the above theorem is the functoriality of automorphic
periods. For example, let F {L be a cyclic extension of CM fields. We
consider the base change of GLn with respect to L{F . If Π, a certain
cuspidal representation of GLnpALq, descends to π, a certain cuspidal
representation of GLnpAF q by base change, then there are relations be-
tween automorphic periods for Π and those for π. We refer to Chapter 8
of [Lin15b] for the details.
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